COMPANY
PROFILE 2018
Recovering revenue without
stripping debtors of their
dignity

WELCOME
In this ever deteriorating economy it is becoming
ever more important to limit your risk for bad
debt.

Unfortunately it is inevitable.

Do not

ponder on taking action. The longer you ponder,
the slimmer your chances become of recovering
it. It is however impossible to determine your
risk factor for every client you meet.
It is true like in any other industry you find debt
recovery agents and “debt recovery agents”. All
claim to be different from their competitors or
have some magic potion only to find them a chip
off the same block a few months later.

Marc Meiring
Managing Director
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ABOUT US

Our company

Colmed Debt Administration was established in

Colmed (Pty) Ltd recovers outstanding and

2018 by Marc Meiring and Mercia Cloete. Both

dubious accounts for clients in the medical- and

have been involved in the industry since 1999.

education sectors.

In 2018 after 19 years in the industry they started

Colmed goes about recovering outstanding

their own company, Colmed Debt Administration

debt in a strategic and tactical way. We employ

(Pty) Ltd.

technology to increase returns.

OUR VISION & MISSION
Our Vision is to develop Colmed (Pty) Ltd into
a brand that is renowned for excellent returns,
superior service, not only to our clients but
debtors as well. We will be fair in all collection
efforts and perform our duties within the
guidelines set out in the code of conduct. We will
recover debts for our clients from their debtors
whilst leaving your debtors’ dignity intact.
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WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT
Our process is optimised by our collection strategy, timing of action, the different kinds technology we employ,
our tracing abilities, qualified and trained call centre staff lead by a well qualified and experienced management
team. Although Colmed (Pty) Ltd is a newly registered company, Marc and Mercia have a combined experience
of 38 years specific to this industry. Marc was a key individual and major role player in the success of the 2
previous companies he was involved in.

INDUSTRY SPECIFIC
Colmed

places

primarily
specific

its

on
to

COST EFFECTIVE

EFFICIENT

focus

If we don’t collect you don’t

Timing of collection efforts,

collections

pay. We have teamed up

types of collection efforts,

medical-

with attorneys whom offer

accuracy of tracing bureaus,

and education sectors. Our

the

their service to Colmed at

business software, payment

training and experience is

no extra charge. Litigation

options for debtors, expe-

is

rienced call centre agents

thus industry specific.

available

to

Colmed

clients at affordable rates

and

in the event of unsuccessful

agement results in optimal

knowledgeable

man-

collection efforts.

efficiency in the collection
industry. Colmed (Pty) ltd
contains all of the above.

PRESTIGE
Colmed’s management team
earned
and

the

respect

appreciation
of

senior

NO TIE-INS

management in small and
big companies over the last
20

years.

Though

newly

founded as Colmed, Marc
&

Mercia’s ethics can be
confirmed by many.

We

understand

TRACING EXPERTS

perfectly

well that as a client you
might not want to simply
hand over all future debts
to Colmed. Our agreement
does

not

limit

you

to

Colmed only thus affording
you the opportunity to put

We

have

an

integrated

automated tracing module
in our debt recovery cycle.
Based on certain conditions
our system will automatically
check

an

uncontactable

debtor against the bureau.

us to the test. Should we not
impress, simply don’t hand
over again.
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COMPLIANCE
Debt recovery agents should always comply with the following organizations:

To ensure the fair recovery of debts and make provision for the regulation and
control of fees charged by debt collectors, a regulatory body named The Council
for Debt Collectors was created by an Act of Parliament.

As a non-profit company duly incorporated in terms of Section 21 of the
Companies Act, ADRA is the industry representative of the vast majority of
the formal debt collection industry. ADRA represents the interest of entities
practising debt collection. Its membership consists of in excess of 220
professional debt collection entities including entities registered in terms of
the Debt Collectors Act, law firms registered in terms of the Attorneys Act
specialising in debt collection and large credit providers with internal debt
recovery divisions and/or a vested interest in the debt collection industry,
including JSE listed entities.

TRUST
ACCOUNT
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Section 20 of the Debt Collectors Act stipulates Every debt collector who practises for his or her or its own account, shall open and maintain a separate trust
account at a bank as defined in the Banks Act, 1990 (Act 94 of 1990), and shall
deposit therein as soon as is possible after receipt.

WHY WE ARE SUCCESSFUL
Developing a process and collection cycle that works is one thing. Keeping it relevant,
effective and able to yield excellent returns requires constant enquiry, data and
performance analysis.
By applying the experience we have gained

by our automated software. Our system

over the last 20 years we were able to craft

prioritises, auto-dials debtors and assists

a unique debt collection cycle that has

them with taking the appropriate action.

proved to yield excellent returns.

Our

server

runs

bulk

processes

like

We have built and automated our uniquely

automated voice, letter, sms and email

defined set of collection rules, calls to

campaigns

action, contact intervals and type of contact

productivity to 24 hours per day.

into the software we employ. This creates
one uniform process and ensures all our

after

hours

increasing

our

In the event we are unable to recover a debt

collection resources are applied.

the debtor will be listed on a credit bureau

Not only do our call centre staff have

that our client chooses to continue with

the relevant experience, they are also

legal action, our attorneys will offer an

guided and lead in their collection efforts

affordable rate.

should the client wish to do so. In the event

PAYMENT OPTIONS FOR DEBTORS
Offering a simple, suitable, easy and preferred payment option has a direct impact on the success rate of a
debt collector. We have entertained many over the years and have found the following to be popular: EFT,
Cash deposit, debit order with tracking (telephonic recorded instruction), Stop Order, Easypay.

MONITOR AND TRACK OUR PERFORMANCE ONLINE
Our clients have 24 hour unlimited access to a live, interactive system where they can:
View progress, settlement values and payment details etc. for each debtor.
Download remittance advices in PDF format or CSV format as well as view receipts.
Send online messages to our client liaison officers to save time.

You only need internet access to log into our system - no additional software.
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THE TEAM

Introducing

Both Marc and Mercia have been in the debt

served over the years. They are known for their

recovery industry since 1999.

They invested

integrity and ethics, and have accumulated vast

heavily into this trade and have built good

knowledge in the trade and certainly have much

relationships

to offer the industry and their clients.

with

the

clients

they

served.

They earned the respect of all the clients they

Marc completed his matric in 1994 in a lttle town called Kathu in the Northern Cape. He
started his career at Iscor mine in 1995. Whilst working at Iscor he enrolled for N6 Computer
Practice at Kathu College which he completed 2 years later. In 1997 he relocated to Pretoria.
In 1999 he was approached by the owner of a new debt collection company to develop the
business. He became very successful in the trade and by 2009 the company grew from a
mere 80 to more than 2000 clients. He worked as sales representative and later opened and
managed a new branch in Johannesburg. He acquired knowledge and completed his National
Diploma Information Technology at the Tswane University of Technology in 2003. He was
approached by one of his colleagues to join forces with him and 3 investors to start a new
collection company. In a period of 8 years this company grew to become a serious contender in the medical collection industry with a compliment of 101 staff, 2 successful branches
and more than 1000 clients. He was responsible for setting up office, developing an unique

MARC MEIRING
Managing Director

collection process and strategy, in conjunction with the software provider developed an automated collection system. His portfolio included the duties of national operational manager,
national marketing manager and IT manager. He relocated to the Western Cape in 2013 with
his wife and 2 daughters. April 2017 he resigned and entered into a support agreement which
came to an end December 2017 and Colmed (Pty) Ltd was established.

Mercia grew up in Gauteng and matriculated at High School Gerrit Martitz. In 1997 she
qualified as a chef . She decided to make a career change and accepted a position in the collections industry in 1999. Employed as a client liaison officer initially and discovering her passion in life she skilled herself as a call centre agent. In 2006 she was promoted and accepted
a position as branch manager of the Western Cape branch. In 2009 she accepted a position
at another debt recovery agent as client liaison officer. She served her clients well and built
great relationships. In 2018 the opportunity presented itself to join forces with Marc in the
form of Colmed (Pty) Ltd.

MERCIA CLOETE
Director
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Our debt collection cycle:
Take note that we do not charge our client for assistance from our
attorneys or to trace debtors on the prevailing bureaus.

Debtor information
loaded to system via
manual capture or file
import.
Incomplete
information =
Automatically sent for
trace

Litigation per client
instruction

Robocall to debtor
No success - Credit
Buereau listing

SIMPLIFIED
COLLECTION
PROCESS
(No success - No commission)

Call centre agent
assigned 1

- Successful call
transferred to call
centre

Colmed SMS sent to
debtor

Colmed letter of
demand sent to debtor
Attorney letter of
demand
Attorney instruction
sms sent to debtor
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Calls recorded to ensure good and fair communication with
debtors. Agent’s efficiency monitored. Call rates and number
of payments negotiated are monitored. Team leader notified
by means of report if call centre agent is not meeting targets
set on system

WHEN DO YOU RECIEVE YOUR MONEY?
Our clients are paid once a month. Our collection period
stretches from the 1st to the last day of the a month.
Payments recieved for this period are set off and paid over to our
client via EFT.

Different to most, our call centre is set up as an inbound and
not and outbound call centre. Our agents thus spend their time
negotiating payments with debtors who are available to do so at
that moment. This increases productivity and efficiency of our
call centre. In outbound call centres, an agent will have to dial
numerous numbers to successfully connect with a debtor.
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A notification is sent to our client to inform them of the monthly
pay over run that took place.
A payment schedule is made available online in .pdf for those
whom whish to download a hard copy and .csv format for those
whom whish to import it into their accounting system.

WHAT WILL YOU PAY?

We get paid when you get paid. No collection, no commission.
The prevailing commission offered in the market is 25% excl (VAT) off the capital amount recovered.
At Colmed (Pty) Ltd we understand no client is the same. Colmed will negotiate a commission based on the age
of the accounts, average value of accounts and volume handed over.

WHAT DOES IT COST YOU?
Commission is payable by the client.

It is

calculated as a percentage of capital collected.

WHAT FEES ARE ADDED TO YOUR DEBTOR:
Necessary expenses and fees prescribed by the
Minister in the Gazette after consultation with
the Council. To view go to: http://www.cfdc.
org.za/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ANNEXURE-B-2015.pdf
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FINAL WORD

IN PROUD PARTNERSHIP WITH

Colmed (Pty) Ltd offers a lot more than a SMS,
letter or phonecall to your debtors. We offer a
one-stop complete solution.
Our process is tested and proven to yield
excellent returns.

Our collection agreement

makes it easy for you to put us to the test.
We are confident you will be ecstatic to see your
bad debt turned into cash again.
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Madeleyn Inc adds impact to our collection process. In the event of our clients wanting to legally persue debts, litigation is provided at a more
affordable rate.

MEMBERSHIP CERTIFICATES

 
 




BUSINESS ORGANISATION

CERTIFICATE



Unashamedly Ethical

  

 




Colmed Debt Administration
with a Certificate of Commitment

 





The above business organisation has made the following commitments



       
      
     





hereby presents






     
     







1. To be honest and ethical in all our dealings.
2. To provide efficient, economic and effective products and services in an
impartial manner.
3. To provide all stakeholders with timely, accessible and accurate information.
4. To refuse to elicit, accept or pay any bribes, and to encourage others to do the same.
5. To negotiate all contracts with the utmost integrity.
6. To pay taxes, and to honour all my creditors.
7. To pay reasonable salaries and wages.
8. To submit ourselves to just and ethical governing authorities.
9. To remember the poor by investing generously and sacrificially in the broader
community.
10. To collaborate with our peers to impact our community and nation.

 
 



Signed:
 
 

       


Date:

31 Jan 2018

Chairman
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
CAN CLIENTS ACCEPT PAYMENTS FROM DEBTORS?
Clients can accept payments from debtors. We do however urge clients to view the total amount due to
Colmed online before accepting payment. Instalment arrangements have to be made with Colmed (Pty)
Ltd. The client should then notify us of such payment. The payment will be receipted on our system and
form part of the next set off.

WILL COLMED (PTY) LTD RAISE A PENALTY IN THE EVENT WE NEED TO
WITHDRAW AN ACCOUNT?
We understand that accounts are erroneously handed over from time to time. No penalties are raised in
such an event.

WILL COLMED (PTY) LTD RECOVER THEIR NECESSARY FEES AND EXPENSES
FIRST IN THE EVENT OF AN INSTALMENT ARRANGEMENT?
Colmed will proportionally allocate an instalment to capital and cost. 50% of the amount will be allocated
to the capital claim and 50% towards the cost claim. Once all costs are recovered, 100% of the instalment
amount is allocated to the capital claim.

ARE THERE ANY HIDDEN COSTS?
Absolutely not. You will pay commission + VAT (on commission amount only) on the capital amount we
were able to collect. No monthly fees, no hand over fees, no penalties for withdrawing accounts handed
over in error.

CAN I TAKE MY ACCOUNTS BACK IF COLMED (PTY) LTD IS
UNSUCCESSFUL?
Absolutely! If we are not able to make a payment arrangment in a period of 6 months upon receiving
collection instruction from you you may forward a written request to withdraw such accounts.

CAN I HAND OVER TO COLMED AND STILL MAKE USE OF MY CURRENT
DEBT RECOVERY AGENT OR ANOTHER DEBT RECOVERY AGENT?
We do not have a problem with that at all. It’s always good to weigh your options from time to time to make
sure your receive the service you expect. You cannot, however, hand over the same account to more than
one debt recovery agent.
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NOTES
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CONTACT INFO
P.O. Box 1125, Langebaan, 7357
3 Industry St, Langebaan, 7357
Phone: +27 (0) 21 140 1200
Mobile: +27 (0) 82 411 3285
Email: info@colmeddebt.co.za

www.colmeddebt.co.za

